Secure your PIN transactions, receive a thorough assessment, and submit your validation report on time by partnering with SecurityMetrics expert QPAs.
Companies that process PIN transactions can be required by their card brand to perform a PIN assessment. SecurityMetrics Qualified PIN Assessors evaluate if your organization is securely encrypting PIN transactions. A PIN assessment process includes a gap analysis, consulting phase, pre-audit phase, on-site PIN assessment, and a remediation phase.

To ensure PIN transactions are secure, you need to adhere to PIN security standards. You also need a thorough evaluation that doesn't interfere with your business operations. Card brands require a Qualified PIN Assessor (QPA) to assess your environment interviewing critical personnel, observing processes, reviewing the results of system testing, configuration data, file lists, and more. After the remediation process, QPAs then create a report on compliance (PIN ROC) to describe and attest to your PCI PIN compliance.

SecurityMetrics QPAs take your PIN assessment as seriously as you do. Your business deserves a detailed report that ensures your customer's PIN data is protected.

SecurityMetrics is one of a few companies with expertise in every aspect of PCI compliance. An environment that processes and stores PIN information is more complicated than the average business that only needs to meet basic PCI requirements. SecurityMetrics QPAs have extensive experience with the broad range of PCI assessments including PIN assessments and can give you logical solutions to problems you may encounter.
A SecurityMetrics PCI PIN Assessment includes:

- **Step-by-step guidance and instructions on how to prepare for your assessment.**
- **An accurate and comprehensive review from experienced and certified QPAs.**
- **A detailed assessment analysis and remediation advice for found issues.**
- **A smooth, organized assessment and validation process.**
SecurityMetrics focuses on giving you a quality PIN assessment that secures your PCI compliance. The SecurityMetrics QPA team provides you with:

- **Organized and On Schedule PCI Audit**—Reliable coordination between your company’s departments is crucial to your PIN assessment success. Using Suralink, a project management tool, you can keep your audit’s details organized and on schedule.

- **Remediation Assistance**—QPAs work with you to help you understand how to remediate non-compliant items and guide your payment platform into PCI PIN compliance.

- **Experienced And Approachable QPAs**—SecurityMetrics’ QPAs have an in-depth understanding of the PCI landscape, effective PCI assessment methods, and superior customer support.

- **No Surprise Pricing**—SecurityMetrics PCI PIN Assessment pricing provides you with a custom price quote with no hidden fees.

- **Step-By-Step Guidance**—QPAs can guide you through assessment preparation, your onsite assessment, and your final validation report.

SecurityMetrics is committed to making the complex PIN assessment process as easy and straightforward as possible for you. Your deadlines are of the utmost importance. By partnering with our qualified assessors, you can take the stress out of your PCI compliance.
We help customers close data security and compliance gaps to avoid data breaches. We provide managed data security services and are certified to help customers achieve the highest data security and compliance standards.

We’re a PCI certified Qualified Pin Assessor (QPA)
Qualified P2PE Assessor (P2PE QSA)
Qualified P2PE Application Assessor (P2PE PA-QSA)
Approved Scanning Vendor (ASV)
Qualified Payment Application Assessor (PA-QSA)
Qualified Security Assessor (QSA)
Certified Forensic Investigator (PFI)
and Managed Security provider with 18 years of data security experience

We help local shops as well as some of the world’s largest brands achieve data security through managed services and compliance mandates (PCI, HIPAA, HITRUST, GDPR).